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To: Universal Credit Programme Board

UCPB160419 – Paper 5

From: Ian Wright
Date: 16th April 2019

Summary: This paper provides an updated baseline for the UC Programme Plan
through to 2023
The proposed 2019 - 2023 plan includes:





The high level plan and service maturity indicators to deliver and assure
consolidation of the UC Service as volumes increase significantly through
2019/2020
Plans to commence the Move to UC Pilot in July 2019 including an outline of
our Readiness approach to commence the Pilot in July 2019
An outline planning horizon through to 2023 that explains how we plan to:
mature the service as volumes scale; meet agreed Ministerial commitments;
deliver legislative changes; and meet other Policy and departmental priorities.
Highlights the capacity challenge the Programme has in delivering any future
Ministerial, legislative and policy proposals.

UC Programme Board are asked to:
 Agree the UC Programme plan through to 2023.
 Note the continued capacity constraints to delivering existing
commitments and to meet future Ministerial and policy proposals
including Spending Review outcomes.
 Seek Programme Board support to maintain the agreed baseline
position against future pressures for new and additional requirements.
1. Background
Following completion of the national roll out of the Full Service the planning team
have been working with Directors and key stakeholders to refresh and update the
Programme end-to end-plan in line with Programme delivery objectives. The
updated Plan includes:





The high level plan and service maturity indicators to deliver and assure
consolidation of the UC Service as volumes increase significantly through
2019/2020
Plans to commence the Move to UC Pilot in July 2019 including an outline of
our Readiness approach to commence the Pilot in July 2019
An outline planning horizon through to 2023 that explains how we plan to:
mature the service as volumes scale; meet agreed Ministerial commitments;
deliver legislative changes; and meet other Policy and departmental priorities.
Highlights the capacity challenge the Programme has in delivering any future
ministerial, legislative and policy proposals.
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To support the presentation of the plan the Programme has considered the key
phases that the Programme will undertake in order to complete delivery by 2023.
In broad terms the phases are:




2019/20: Consolidation, service resilience and Pilot: Consolidate the UC
Service, continue to mature the service to cope with increased volumes and
Prepare and implement the Move to UC Pilot
2020/21: Service Improvement and Scale: Continued Service
Improvements, evaluate and iterate Move to UC design through the Pilot,
prepare and commence scaling of Move to UC.
2021/2023: Move to UC Roll Out: Continued Service Improvements and
conduct and complete the delivery of Move to UC

2. Consolidation
Having completed the roll out of the Full Service in December 2018 consolidation
and the safe and secure delivery of Universal Credit is a priority for 2019/20. The
Programme has prepared a 2019/20 Consolidation delivery schedule
acknowledging the key Programme priorities, which are:





Delivery of agreed non-negotiable requirements and Ministerial Policy
commitments;
Measures to sustain performance as volumes scale significantly through 2019
(Current forecasts indicate that we will reach circa 2.6 million household
claims by December 2019) - by non-negotiable this now includes
technical debt, security, operational efficiencies and system fixes.
Allowing the service to continue to cope with increased volumes, which
we explained to Programme Board last month we now have no way of
slowing down;
Protect Case Management and outcomes without creating problems
elsewhere in Universal Credit Operations;

The IPA have recently completed their review of the Universal Credit Operational
Plan for 2019/20 we are awaiting the final report and Programme Board will be
provided with more detail of this review at a future Board meeting.
Deliverables planned for the year of Consolidation include:







Closure of the Live Service and decommissioning Live Service systems
Expanding Service Centre Capacity including Implementing the 25th Centre,
Hastings, in April
Product Development (P7) outcomes including Third Party Authentication
Service (Traps) integration, GDPR compliance, identity verification solution
Driving increased productivity for the service, including implementation of the
UC channel strategy
Driving further improvement in delivering the Labour Market regime in line
with Business Case expectations
Policy and Ministerial commitments including: reducing deductions, increasing
work allowances
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Completing transition to the new Appointment Booking tool (Q – flow)
Implementing Universal Support – Help to Claim
Digital Plus Evaluation and preparing for national rollout (See Annex 1)

In addition to support monitoring the Full Service through consolidation and
increasing volumes we have developed a set of indicators that we will use to
assure that satisfactory operational performance is being maintained:
The Indicators focus on 4 key areas: Affordability, Capacity, Accuracy and
Operating Performance The assessment of these indicators will be employed to:





Provide assurance that the service remains safe and secure as volumes
increase
Provide early warning of any area of performance degradation which can then
be addressed/mitigated and monitored through to resolution supported by
continuous improvement activity or deployment of contingency options
Build on best practice employed to monitor and control our understanding of
performance through Transition.
Inform Senior Governance in providing an assessment of operational
performance for when the time comes, to increase Move to UC volumes.

Annex 2 provides a view of the Indicators that will be used on an ongoing basis
to provide an assessment as to the operational performance of UC.
3. Plans to commence the Move to UC Pilot
Plans are maturing for the commencement of the Move to UC Pilot however
some uncertainty remains due to there being no confirmed regulatory timetable in
place for debating and securing the Migration regulations due to difficulties in
securing parliamentary time whilst the EU Exit discussions continue. Key points
for the planning approach are:
•
•
•

Currently the regulations permit the piloting of up to (but not more than)
10,000 claims to ensure a safe and secure approach when scaling the
service.
Ministers announced (11th March) Harrogate as the initial Pilot site with initial
preparatory discussions underway with the site.
Current plans anticipate that the Pilot will commence on 17th July 2019 with
initial work focussing on the Core Learning Objectives:




Test TP – our ability to calculate, explain, pay and erode TP
Test engagement and effective mobilisation to successfully claim UC at
right time
Test support mechanisms – particularly identifying and supporting complex
and vulnerable claimants through their journey

In-line with agreed best practice as the Pilot develops we will learn and adapt,
refining processes, and from Summer 2020 develop plans to commence the
scaling of Move to UC, including securing the required legislation to do this.
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Annex 3 provides the Move to UC Plan
4. Moving to UC Pilot Readiness Assessment
The Move to UC Pilot plan includes provision for a Readiness assessment to
commence the Pilot in July 2019. Bearing in mind that the initial Pilot phase will
involve circa 100-500 cases the readiness assessment will be proportionate and
aligned to the Core learning objectives.
As volumes increase and plans are developed to operationalise the service at
scale more comprehensive criteria will be prepared in line with the already
established best practice that the Programme has employed to assess readiness
at each stage of the roll out of the Full Service.
5. Planning Horizon to 2023
Following feedback from Ministers and SRO the Programme has prepared a view
of the longer term delivery plan. This plan considers several factors including;
 Supporting increasing claimant volumes: A significant proportion of build
capacity will be consumed on an ongoing basis to support and maintain the
service, and to continually iterate and improve the service efficiency, which is
necessary to withstand the increasing demand brought through growing
claimant volume;
 Move to UC: Pilot delivery, preparations (design and delivery) to increase
volumes, move to scale and complete migration.
 Existing commitments: A number of features have already been prioritised.
These commitments are varied and relate to delivery of existing public policy
commitments, positive claimant outcomes, and ensure the service is and
remains compliant with wider policy changes and environmental factors (e.g.
EU exit).
Annex 4 provides the delivery plan for existing agreed delivery commitments to
2023.
While there is an agreed set of delivery commitments to 2023 there are additional
items that need to be prioritised and scheduled for delivery within the planning
horizon. These items include;
 Policy Compliance Activities: Work required to address inconsistencies in
policy implementation, or to refine approach following legislative review.
 Departmental Transformation: Development and build activity required
relating to cross departmental initiatives that support Universal Credit in which
significant enhancements are needed to the service.
 Ministerial policy changes: Policy directions, some of which have been
made publicly, while pending legislation each of which represents a significant
change to the UCFS design, the delivery of each requiring several large
features.
Annex 5 lists the identified items to be scheduled for delivery within the three
groups described above.
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In developing a complete schedule that incorporates the additional items to the
existing baselined priorities it is recognised that the development backlog is at
capacity. With this in mind it should be noted that delivery of any additional
requirements may require choices to be made as to what may need to be
sacrificed from the current plan to accommodate any new requirements.
Annex 6 provides the full forecast plan to 2023, incorporating existing agreed
delivery commitments alongside forecast delivery of items previously
unscheduled.
To aid understanding and for transparency Annex 7 provides further detail on the
ongoing elaboration of the service which consumes a large amount of capacity
but is imperative in order to accommodate the increasing volumes. As we
explained at last month’s Programme Board, with the Legacy Benefit gateway
now closed there is no way to slow down the volume increase and these items
are now seen as non negotiable.
6. Capacity Challenge
The UC Programme has committed to delivering several Ministerial commitments
including those announced within the Autumn Budget 2018. In addition, with
volumes of claims increasing significantly now that the gateway to legacy benefits
has closed (1.4 million at December 2018 to over 2.5 million households by the
end of 2019), it is vital that the Programme focusses on Consolidation to ensure
technical scalability of the service and increasing automation to deliver
operational scalability as the caseloads grows rapidly.
The need to maintain stability in the Programme of Universal Credit delivery is
critical at this point, where we are also planning to start moving claimants to UC
from legacy benefits on a test basis from July 2019.
Where there is pressure to deliver additional measures to those scheduled, a
prioritisation decision will need to be made on the timescales (or sacrifice) for
delivering work already scheduled, excluding non-negotiables highlighted in this
paper, alongside considering work resulting from exiting the EU and the
Spending Review.
7. Summary and Recommendation
UC Programme Board are asked to:
 Agree UC Programme plan through to 2023.
 Note the continued capacity constraints to delivering existing commitments
and to meet future Ministerial and policy proposals including Spending Review
outcomes.
 Seek Programme Board support to maintain the agreed baseline position
against future pressure for new and additional requirements.

Ian Wright
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Annex 3
Move to UC initial pilot delivery timeline
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